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ABSTRACT
Superhydrophobic surfaces, which promote the efficient removal of condensing droplets prior to supercooling and
freezing through coalescence induced jumping, have been shown to delay frosting significantly. The performance of
fin and tube heat exchangers used in refrigeration and heat pump applications has the potential for improvement when
coated with suitably designed superhydrophobic coatings. Currently, state-of-the-art (SOA) fins and their spacing are
designed carefully to optimize pressure drop and heat transfer. Understanding the effect of fin spacing on frost growth
on surfaces with different wettabilities is important when designing next-generation heat exchangers. In our work,
condensation/frost interaction between two parallel superhydrophobic surfaces was studied experimentally. Frost
growth on two aluminum superhydrophobic surfaces (150 mm × 90 mm) was tested under different conditions: surface
temperature Ts =-5.0°C, -10.0°C and -15.0°C; surface spacing of 2mm, 4mm, 6mm, and 8mm; ambient temperature
Tamb = 25.0°C, and relative humidity RHamb ≈ 50-70%. Frost growth was recorded via high resolution optical imaging
from the side and top of the gap between the surfaces. Average frost thickness was measured visually by analyzing
high resolution and high contrast images of the edge of the cold plates. Tests were also performed for bare aluminum
(hydrophilic) and superhydrophilic surfaces under the same conditions for comparison. Results showed that frost grew
in two different regimes. Frost growth rates for the superhydrophobic surfaces were lower than the hydrophilic and
superhydrophilic surfaces due to the difference in the density of the frost layers. Our work not only contributes
valuable data that can be used to optimize the design of coated heat exchangers, it elucidates the complex
thermodynamics governing the condensation frosting process on heat exchangers.

1. INTRODUCTION
Frost grows on heat exchangers that are used to cool air below the freezing point of water (Moallem et al., 2012). The
insulating frost layer severely decreases heat transfer and subsequently reduces the performance of the system (Chang,
2011; Moallem et al., 2012; Xia et al., 2006). Additionally, frost build-up on the fins of an evaporator leads to an
increase in pressure drop and required fan power, leading to additional operational costs. Defrost cycles are often
implemented to remove the frost from the fins of heat exchangers, this interrupts the work cycle and introducing the
need to use external heat sources to melt the ice which leads to a decrease in the overall efficiency of the system
(Niederer, 1976; Stoecker et al., 1983). Many factors including air temperature, humidity, and surface temperature
affect frosting dynamics on heat transfer surfaces (Hermes et al., 2009; K. S. Lee et al., 2003; Tao et al., 1993; Yang
& Lee, 2005). Previous studies have shown that surface wettability plays a very important role during the early stages
of the frosting cycle (El Cheikh, 2013; El Cheikh & Jacobi, 2014; Hoke et al., 2004; Kim & Lee, 2013; Rahman &
Jacobi, 2012; Xia et al., 2006; P. Zhang & Hrnjak, 2009). Superhydrophobic surfaces with low surface energies that
promote jumping droplet condensation (Boreyko & Chen, 2009; Boreyko & Collier, 2013) are ideal for application in
heat pump evaporators because they can delay the onset of frost (Chavan et al., 2017; He et al., 2010) by efficiently
removing condensing water droplets prior to supercooling and freezing (Boreyko & Collier, 2013; Cha et al., 2016;
Chavan et al., 2017)).
A significant number of fundamental studies have demonstrated how hydrophobic and superhydrophobic surfaces can
delay frost build up. However, most of these studies only focused on small samples (typically 2.5cm x 2.5cm) that
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were carefully manufactured in a laboratory setting (B. Na & Webb, 2003; Nath et al., 2016; Varanasi et al., 2010; Q.
L. Zhang et al., 2012). These samples were often prepared using hard-to-scale and expensive methods (Rykaczewski
et al., 2013). Furthermore, in real life operation, significant fin-fin interaction may be present due to the proximity of
neighbouring surfaces. Studying the frost growth dynamics on fin surfaces will help in the development of optimized
geometries for superhydrophobic heat exchangers.
In this work, we studied the impact of surface wettability, surface temperature, fin pitch, and relative humidity on the
frost growth rate between fins. We substituted the fins of a heat exchanger with two flat aluminium cold plates. The
cold plates allowed us to obtain high quality images of frost growth which would have been difficult to obtain from
an experiment that used large scale heat exchangers. Frost thickness was calculated from high resolution images that
were processed using a computer program. Natural convection, and water vapor diffusion were used to explain two
different regimes of frost growth that was observed between the fins. Superhydrophobic surfaces exhibited lower frost
growth rates even when the condensation phase before frosting was short. Frost grew faster on surfaces with high
wettability, low surface temperature, and high environmental humidity. Fin pitch did not affect the frost growth rate
in the first growth regime.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS
2.1 Experimental Setup and Instrumentation
Aluminum cold plates (Lytron CP10G14, 15.00 cm × 8.90 cm × 1.25 cm (l × h × w)) were used to imitate the fins of
a heat exchanger in this experiment. The cold plates were modified using a drill press so that thermocouples could be
inserted close to the surface without hindering the frosting process. Figure 1(c) shows the locations of the
thermocouples (Omega Type K). The tip of the thermocouple was 2 mm beneath the active surface (the surface on
which the frosting occurs) of the cold plate. Additionally, an adhesive backed surface thermocouple was used to
measure the surface temperature. The cold plates were mounted on linear stages. The cold plates were insulated using
PEEK (PolyEther Ether Ketone) panels to minimize frost growth on surfaces excluding the active surface. The linear
stages were used to adjust the fin pitch (𝛿f) accurately. The cold plates were cooled using a 50% ethylene glycol
mixture which was circulated by a high capacity recirculating chiller (Polyscience 6160 series) at a flow rate of 10
LPM. The coolant was introduced into the cold plates after a steady temperature was reached through a bypass line.
The cold plates and the linear stages were mounted on top of a mass scale (Ohaus Explorer 10200) to monitor the frost
mass. Stainless steel bellows tubes were used to connect the pumping line to the cold plates to isolate any vibrations
caused by the chiller. Two DSLR cameras (Canon EOS7D and Pentax K-50) were used to capture frost growth from
the front and top of the cold plates (see Figure 1 and 2). Pictures were taken at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. An LED light
(Philips) was used to illuminate the fins. 𝑇amb and 𝑅𝐻amb were monitored using a hygrometer (Omega HX93b). The
overall system was placed on a canopied optical test bench. 𝑅𝐻amb was controlled using a cool mist humidifier
(Taotronics). Table 1 below outlines the measured 𝑇amb and 𝑅𝐻amb for all the test conditions.
Table 1: 𝑇amb and 𝑅𝐻amb for all the test conditions.

TS (°C)
-5.0
-10.0
-15.0
-5.0
-10.0
-15.0

δf (mm)
Tamb (°C)

RHamb (°C)

2
22.9
23.4

Regular
4
6
24.5 21.6
22.9 22.2

23.6
74.5
75.6
73.8

22.7
71.4
75.3
64.8

22.0
77.2
75.8
76.3

8
20.0
22.2

Superhydrophilic
2
4
6
8
21.1 22.7 21.7 22.6
20.7 22.5 22.7 22.0

Superhydrophobic
2
4
6
8
22.8 22.4 23.2 22.8
22.7 22.8 23.1 25.1

22.7
80.6
78.7
77.3

23.2
49.7
51.8
56.7

24.2
58.3
45.3
45.4

24.3
64.0
55.4
59.6

22.6
59.4
59.5
59.4

21.1
55.2
56.6
67.1

22.0
56.1
48.7
51.8

23.9
67.0
51.2
61.4
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a
Side View
LED Lighting

Cold Plate

Linear stage
Linear stage

Top View

b

Bypass line

c

Variable spacing (0 – 50mm)

Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental setup from the (a) side, and (b) top. The bypass line was used to
decrease the temperature of the cooling fluid before it is introduced into the cold plates. (c) Thermocouples
were inserted into holes that were drilled from the back of the cold plates.

Figure 2: Image of the experimental setup for studying the interaction of jumping droplets between the fins of a
heat exchanger. The cold plates represent the fins. The spacing between the fins (left inset) could be precisely
adjusted by using linear actuation stages. Cameras were used to take pictures and videos during the experiment.
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2.2 Surface Modification
Three different surfaces were examined in this study. The surface of the as-purchased cold plates was hydrophilic
(𝜃a app ≈ 65.7 ± 0.9°). The cold plates were etched using a 2 molar HCl (Hydrochloric acid) solution to create
microscale roughness features on the aluminum surface (Figure 3a). Subsequently, the etched cold plates were treated
in 90°C de-ionized water for 1 hour, to create nanoscale rough boehmite (Aluminum Oxy-Hydroxide, Al(O)OH)
structures (~50nm length scale, Figure 3b) on top of the microscale features. The resulting surfaces were
superhydrophilic (𝜃a app ≈ 0°, see inset Figure 3b). A conformal layer of HTMS (Heptadecaflouro-Tetrahydrodecyl
Trimethoxy Silane) was deposited using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) at atmospheric pressure on the
superhydrophilic cold plates to produce the superhydrophobic surfaces (𝜃a app ≈ 170.4 ± 1.4°, see inset Figure 3c).
The hot water treatment and CVD steps were performed in a multipurpose furnace that was designed and built to coat
large scale aluminum heat exchangers. To minimize parasitic thermal resistances which add error and variability to
the experiments, surface functionalization was performed directly on the cold plate instead of attaching external
surfaces to the cold plates using thermal adhesives. The hydrophilic, superhydrophilic, and superhydrophobic surfaces
are denoted herein as R (regular), SHL and SHP, respectively, in some of the schematics.

Figure 3: Scanning electron microscopy images of (a) as-purchased cold plate surface having mill marks, Inset:
image of a droplet on the hydrophilic surface. (b) Cold plate surface after being etched with 2 Molar Hydrochloric
acid, Inset: image of a droplet on the superhydrophilic surface. (c) Same surface in b after boehmitization and
chemical vapor deposition. Inset: image of a droplet on the surface of a superhydrophobic heat exchanger

2.3 Experimental Conditions
Each experiment was started when 𝑇s was equal to 𝑇amb . The experiments were stopped when the gap between the
cold plates was fully covered with frost. Fin spacing (𝛿f ) of 2, 4, 6, and 8 mm was used for each surface due to
prevalent usage in industry. Temperatures and relative humidity were recorded at a rate of 0.1 Hz. Figure 4 shows that
the desired 𝑇s,avg was attained within four minutes of starting the experiment.

Figure 4: Average cold plate surface temperature as a function of time. The average temperature was calculated by
averaging the data obtained from all surface thermocouples. The error was ±1°C and is not shown for clarity.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Frost thickness measurement
For measuring the frost thickness (𝑥frost ) the original images taken by the camera were converted to a greyscale image
using MATLAB. Then the number of black and white pixels of the images were used to calculate the frost thickness
considering the initial image as the reference. Figure 5a and 5b show the original as well as the black and white images,
the area of the white region represents the empty space between the fins. Average 𝑥frost was calculated by tracking
the change in area of the white region. The DSLR camera allowed a resolution of ≈ 3.8 μm/pixel during image
processing. Any information about the roughness of the frost front could only be inferred qualitatively from the
images. Additionally, the top view images revealed that the frost thickness was uniform along the length of the cold
plate (Figure 5c)

Figure 5: (a & b) Original and converted images at two different times. (c) Top view images show that frost
thickness is constant over the length of the cold plate.

3.2 Surface wettability
The wettability of the active surface played a very important role in the frost formation process. We observed that
there were two regimes of frost growth on the active surface (Figure 6). The frost thickness increased linearly with
time until the distance (𝑥rem ) between the frost front and the center of the fin pitch reached ≈ 0.5 mm (𝑥cutoff ) in every
experiment. The thickness of the frost layer increased asymptotically after the cutoff point. The change in frost growth
rate can be explained using the different physical mechanisms that govern frosting. The initial layer of frost was
formed on the surface due to the freezing of supercooled water droplets. The condensation stage of frosting was
extremely short for low surface temperatures (-15.0°C and -10.0°). This meant that the effects of jumping droplet
condensation on the superhydrophobic surface were not significant. Ice crystals grew in the direction perpendicular to
the surface on top of the initial frost layer through desublimation, a process where the water vapor in moist air is
directly deposited as solid ice on a cold surface while bypassing the liquid condensate phase. Desublimation can only
occur when the degree of supersaturation (SSD, dependent on surface temperature) is above a certain value (Nath &
Boreyko, 2016). The air at the exposed frost layer was cooled through natural convection and heat loss due the
desublimation of water vapor. The thickness of the frost layer increased when water vapor diffused from the air to the
frost surface because of the pressure gradient caused by the lower vapor pressure over ice. Some of the water vapor
was deposited on the surface of the frost and the rest of it diffused into the frost layer where it solidified and
subsequently increased the density of the frost layer over time (Byeongchul Na & Webb, 2004). The latent heat and
sensible heat were conducted through the frost layer. Moist air in the gap between the fins was replenished by natural
convection.
The Gibbs free energy barrier for nucleation of ice or water enhances with the contact angle, this meant that there
were fewer nucleation sites on the superhydrophobic samples (Feng et al., 2018; B. Na & Webb, 2003; Wang et al.,
2015). Consequently, the density of frost that formed on the superhydrophobic surfaces had lower density when
compared to the frost that formed on the hydrophilic and superhydrophilic surfaces (Kim & Lee, 2011; H. Lee et al.,
2004). Lower density frost has higher porosity and lower thermal conductivity (Biguria & Wenzel, 1970; Breque &
Nemer, 2016; Şahin, 2000) due to a higher air content in the frost layer. Thermal conductivity of the frost layer is the
dominant property before the frost thickness reaches 𝑥cutoff . The frost front in the case of the superhydrophilic sample
had dendritic structures, the length scale of these structures did not change even after thickness reached 𝑥cutoff . It
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should be noted that the initial frost layer on the superhydrophilic surface was almost flat due to filmwise condensation
(we can equate this to an abundance of nucleation sites). The frost front on the hydrophilic sample had smaller dendritic
structures (almost flat) when compared to the superhydrophobic samples, the dendritic structures on the hydrophilic
surfaces increased in length once the thickness reached 𝑥cutoff . The gap between the dendrites was eventually filled
through vapor diffusion (Figure 7). Therefore, frost growth rate on a superhydrophobic surface was lower than that
on a superhydrophilic surface. Frost growth rate on the hydrophilic surface was similar to that on the superhydrophilic
surface.

Figure 6: (a) Measured frost thickness for a fin pitch of 4 mm. (b) measured frost thickness for a fin pitch of 8mm.

Figure 7: Rows of images showing the frost growth on surfaces with different wettabilities for fin pitch of 4 mm
and a surface temperature of -15°. The fourth picture in each row was taken at the cutoff/transition point. Notice that
that the length of dendrites increases after the transition point because of the lower vapor pressure in the constricted
passage
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However, as the gap between the two opposing frost layers decreased, natural convection, water vapor diffusion, and
porosity of the frost layer became the dominant factors that determined the frost growth rate. Flow channel constriction
led to lower air velocity. Hence, restricted access to moisture from warm ambient air reduced frost growth rate during
the later stages of frosting for each surface wettability. The denser frost layer formed on the superhydrophilic surface
restricted the diffusion of water vapor into the frost layer. Consequently, the frost growth rate on superhydrophilic
surface was lower than that on the superhydrophobic surface. The ever-present dendrite like structures on the
superhydrophobic surface restricted airflow throughout the frosting process and caused the frost growth rate to
transition more gradually after the cutoff point was reached. These results point to the fact that the density of the initial
layer of frost plays a significant role in determining the overall frost growth rate on a cold surface.

3.3 Effect of fin pitch on frost growth
Figure 8 and 9 show that the frost growth rate was independent of the fin pitch for all the surfaces before the transition
point. The normalized frost thickness plots show that the frost thickness changed almost linearly with time. This trend
was observed in some experimental work that was performed using single flat vertical plates. We observed that the
cutoff point for the 2 mm fin pitch cases was less pronounced when compared to the other fin pitches, which suggests
that there may be a certain fin pitch where the interaction between the cold plates starts to be significant during the
early stages of frost growth. A numerical estimation revealed that the boundary layer for a single vertical cold plate
wall was ≈ 2 mm (𝑇s = −15.0℃), which is comparable to the fin pitch. This result shows that for a fin pitch of 2mm,
boundary layer mixing took place at an intermediate location on the wall, which resulted in different frost dynamics.
However, for larger pitches boundary layer mixing was not observed. Hence, distinctive frost dynamics independent
of the fin pitch were observed until the gap between the frost layers was less than 2 mm.

Figure 8: Measured frost thickness for varying fin pitch with 𝑇s = −15.0°C . (a) Superhydrophilic cold plates. (b)
Hydrophilic cold plates (c) Superhydrophobic cold plates

Figure 9: Normalized frost thickness for varying fin pitch with 𝑇s = −15.0°C . (a) Superhydrophilic cold plates.
(b) Hydrophilic cold plates (c) Superhydrophobic cold plates

3.4 Surface temperature and relative humidity
Lower surface temperature increased the driving potential for conduction through the frost layer which in turn
increased the rate of frost formation on all the tested surfaces (Figure 10). Relative humidity overrode the effect of
low surface temperature in the case of 𝑇s = −10°C for the superhydrophobic surface (relative humidity during the
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experiment with 𝑇s = −10.0°C was ≈ 46%, compared to 60% during the experiment with 𝑇s = −15.0°C). The
relative humidity for the hydrophilic surfaces with 𝑇s = −5.0°C was much higher than it was for the other two
surface temperatures. The higher relative humidity caused condensation to occur during the first hundred minutes of
the experiment. During the condensation phase, the condensed droplets on the active surface coalesced and slid down
the surfaced periodically. This self-cleaning behavior is evidenced by the periodic drops observed in Figure 10b.
Higher relative humidity resulted in higher concentration gradients towards the surfaces which increased the frost
growth rate. Importantly, these results signified the importance of the test conditions. We predict that the frost growth
rate on the hydrophilic surfaces will be consistently lower than that on the superhydrophilic surfaces if the experiments
were performed in the same ambient conditions.

Figure 10: Measured frost thickness for varying surface temperatures, fin pitch = 8mm. (a) Superhydrophilic cold
plates. (b) Hydrophilic cold plates (c) Superhydrophobic cold plates

4. CONCLUSIONS
Frost growth between fins occurs in two regimes, the first regime of frost growth is dominated by the thermal
conductivity of the frost layer. Frost growth is limited in the second regime by natural convection and vapor diffusion,
reduced access to fresh moist air caused by the constricted flow passageway leads to reduced concentration driving
force for mass diffusion. Frost growth rate on the surface of the fin was significantly affected by the density (density
∝ thermal conductivity) of the frost layer. The density of the frost layer is controlled by the porosity, which is in turn
controlled by the surface wettability. Also, the rate of frost growth on the cold plates was affected by the RHamb,avg , 𝑇s ,
and 𝛿f. The density and porosity of frost formed on the surfaces was inferred from theoretical models and the images.
The exact density of the frost was not calculated because condensation and frost formed on top of insulated surfaces
during the long period of experimentation (200 - 400 minutes on average), which over predicted the mass of frost
formed on the active surface. Superhydrophobic surfaces exhibited the lowest frost growth rates during the first regime
of frost growth. Frost growth rate in the first regime was not affected by fin pitch. Different frost dynamics mere
observed when the fin pitch was below 4mm because of boundary layer interference. Lower surface temperatures and
higher relative humidity resulted in faster frost growth rates. Density and porosity data will help in the development
of a frost growth prediction model. The effect of relative humidity on frost growth can also be explored in further
detail. Experimentation with forced convection will introduce new variables such as turbulence and uneven frost
distribution which may impact frost behavior significantly. Condensation experiments are being performed on the
cold plates to observe the interaction between droplets that form on each surface.
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NOMENCLATURE
T
RH
x
Ɵ
𝛿f
R
SHL
SHP

Temperature
Relative humidity of the air
Frost thickness
Contact angle
Fin pitch
Regular surface
Superhydrophilic surface
Superhydrophobic surface

Subscript
s
amb
a
f
avg
cutoff
frost

Surface
Ambient
Advancing
Fin
Average
Cutoff
Frost

(°C)
(%)
(mm)
(°)
(mm)
(–)
(–)
(–)
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